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I must admit that I didn’t have a great deal to do with the
design on the cover of this month’s Freewheelin’. For those who
were able to attend the Second Annual John Green Day at the Moat
House Hotel Northampton on the 31st August, the images will be
immediately familiar as this design adorned both the cover of
the programme and also the T-shirt that marked the event. The
design
was
actually
constructed
by
Phil
Townsend
of
lazycarrot.com.and it’s a beaut. In fact it is a must for this
months cover, if nothing else it will always be a reminder of
something good that happened in August 2002.
One thing that I particularly like about the cover is that Phil
replicates the centre piece image from the ‘Basements Tapes’
album of Dylan sitting with a lyre behind a reel to reel
machine. What I have always found so cool about that image is
Dylan’s multi-coloured jacket. I have scoured every Oxfam shop
in the country hoping to find a jacket like that but to no
avail.
Remember the story of Joseph and his coat of many colours? It
was what made him special, he stood out from the crowd: an
interpreter of dreams who found favour with rich and poor alike.
Oh, to have a coat like that!
I wonder what happened to that jacket? Perhaps it was handed
down from father to son: from Dylan to Jakob; just like the
original from Jacob to his son Joseph. Or perhaps Dylan took it
with him on a jaunt to the UK but then decided that it brought
him so much bad luck that he just left it on a park bench where
it was found by charity worker who put it on a coat hanger and
hung it in the window of his shop. Where it remains to this day.
Waiting for me (or you) to find it…………
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by Mark Carter
Plenty more album and tour reviews dominating our look at the Oct /Nov 2001 press this
month so, as is by now traditional, we’ll start with the 8,646th review of Love And Theft (not that
I’m counting).
In his review for thedailypage.com, Stuart Levitan reckoned that Bob was making the best
music of his career and that, after a “four-year wave of renewed artistic and commercial
success….Love And Theft, a majestic romp through the swamps and alleys of American history,
is the first great rock album by a senior citizen”. In a lengthy and wordy appreciation on the
amazingly named website dancing about architecture.com, Peter Gorman also rated it as
amongst his very best; “…Dylan’s confidence is evident throughout /// He loves his music, loves
it so much that he’s going to take it away and make something of it himself. Let others stand in
awe of the tradition and offer up there practiced renditions, making timeless songs sound
immediately dated. Dylan’s not smashing idols, he’s dressing them up back at his place, bringing
it all back home. Again.”
On the First Church of Holy Rock n Roll website, Dr. Filth and the Reverend Coomers was
lyrical about the merits of the album, tying it in with th events of September 11th (“…You need
this album right now to help you through this mess”) and how it differs from Time Out Of Mind
and much of what has gone before, “…I think it’s about an equal split between having a load of
renewed confidence and being half past give a shit”. A nice readable article and a brief glimpse
into the post-September 11th American psyche.
Sean Wilentz also produced a thoughtful and well written essay called On Love And Theft and
the Minstrel Boy, which appeared on bobdylan.com and is well worth reading;”…Dylan,
remember has been out there a very long time. He spent time with the Rev. Gary Davis, and
Robert Johnson’s buddy Son House, and Doc Boggs, and Clarence Ashley, and all those fellows,
he played for Woody Guthrie, and he played for and with Victoria Spivey, and Buddy Holly
looked right at him at the Duluth Armory less than three days before Holly plane-crashed to his
death, and there isn’t an inch of American song that he cannot call his own. He steals what he
loves and loves what he steals.”
Mary Dickie, on eye.net, awarded it four stars in a brief review that concluded….”it actually
sounds like Bob’s having fun. Who knew?” and a 4 ½ star review in the UK’s Making Music
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(this one actually appearing in ye olde magazine, rather than on a computer screen.) concluded
that Bob was having so much fun because he narrowly escaped death in 1997 and that the album
goes to show that “the true greats can never be written off.”
In the Minnesota Star Tribune, Jonn Bream and Chris Riemenschneider asked various
Minnesota musicians to give their verdict. Here’s just a sample; Thea Ennen; “…It feels like
classic Bob to me.”, Paul Metsa; “..It is a grand record among great ones..Mississippi and Sugar
baby are as good as he’s ever written.”, Lauren MacLeash; “… It’s fresh, fun and thoughtful …
This one’s for his fans.”, Mark Trehus; “…Maybe the best album he’s ever done – and easily the
funniest.”, Tony Glover; “…It’s fun to hear him being so playful…There’s no deadwood on it.
Even Time Out Of mind has that Make You Feel my love, which is like a bad Garth Brooks
song.”
Onto the concert reviews, beginning with two on the Cincinnati Xavier University Cintas
Center. Chris Varias, for the Cincinnati Enquirer, claimed that the stage show had improved
tremendously, spurred on by Love And Theft, and that Dylan, Campbell and Sexton have
become “the best guitar trio on the road”. The Cincinnati Post’s Keith Herrell also rated the
show as an improvement and simply expressed the wish that “We don’t know how long Bob
Dylan’s current neverending tour will go on. All we can do is hope that it truly never does end,
and sit back – or stand up – and enjoy it while we can.”
Kate Vukelic of the Indiana Statesman was so impressed with Dylan’s Hulman Center show
that she exclaimed; “Dylan performed like he just got a record deal and he was playing his first
show at the Roxy, in L.A. His sincere effort showered fans and brought shame to the hackneyed
contemporary acts currently on tour.”
An unknown reviewer for the Grand Rapids Press was less than excited by the main set of
Dylan’s Van Andel Arena show but felt that the encores “cranked up the volume, the intensity
and the fun-meter to turn what had been a mostly ordinary, sometimes plodding evening of
classics-mixed-with-new-stuff into a rare treat for the 6,500 people on hand.”
The Toronto Sun’s Jane Stevenson had no such complaints about the Toronto Air Canada
Centre gig, praising the band and especially Bob for simply .. well, let her tell you; “… whatever
Dylan lacked in terms odd elocution – words were often undecipherable – the folk rock Buddha
more than made up for in his guitar playing and frankly, just by being Bob.” Reviewing the same
show for the Toronto Star, Vit Wagner decided that, although he didn’t mention the events of
September 11th, they were on Dylan’s mind anyway in the songs that he chose to play: “…If we
didn’t already know it, the old sage in the white suit and guitar had come to warn us that war is
hell and danger lurks. Or maybe he planned to play those songs anyway. Who can say for sure ?”
Joel Selvin, a fan from way back, was just as impressed with the Sacramento Memorial
Auditorium show. His San Francisco Chronicle Review not only informed us that Dylan
“seems to have grown into his mythic stature with grace and authority” but that Wait For The
Light To Shine was the theme song for Town Hall Party, an old country and western television
show. The 3,800-seat hall has played host to gigs by the Beach Boys, The Rolling Stones, and
Jimi Hendrix, all “historic concerts” and is “one of the great rock n roll rooms in California. Add
to the list the Dylan show on his Love And Theft Tour.”
The Rocky Mountain News’ Mark Brown felt that the Denver Coliseum show was littered
with so few Greatest Hits that it was geared towards the hardcore fans but was an exceptional
performance nonetheless; “…he held the room full of thousands of fans rapt with a tender , warm
version of Sugar Baby off his new album. The boomy Coliseum was dead quiet as Dylan
crooned the pained verses in a rich, resonant voice, topping even the version off Love And Theft.
When the last note faded away, the place nearly exploded.”
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Onto other Autumn items and there was the small matter of Dylan’s first major Rolling
Stone interview – and front cover – since 1986. To Mikal Gilmore he again discusses the 1987
Switzerland show when he realised that he had to rededicate himself to his songs once again and
how he considers himself lucky to have completed Time Out Of Mind, ”I didn’t go into it with
the idea that this was going to be a finished album. It got off the tracks more than a few times,
and people got frustrated. I know I did. I know Lanois did … (the musicians) had the right
soulful kind of attitude for those songs. But we just couldn’t… I felt extremely frustrated because
I couldn’t get any of the up-tempo songs that I wanted.” Naturally, the conversation turns to
Love And Theft, though not so much as you might expect; “…The album deals with power,
wealth, knowledge and salvation – the way I look at it. If it’s a great album – which I hope it is –
it’s a great album because it deals with great themes. It speaks in a noble language. It speaks of
the issues or the ideals of an age in some nation, and hopefully, it would also speak across the
ages.” There’s also a neat anecdote on the 1991 Grammy nightmare, where he claims that he was
so disgusted with the attitude of his fellow stars and the music business itself (plus he was ill)
that he turned in the kind of performance that would make him irrelevant in the eyes of the
media so that they would leave him alone. He had decided to give up recording and instead
solely concentrate on playing live; “…I thought, “I’ll make a couple more records and just have
them be folk songs, in a really simplified way – no big production or anything.” Beyond that I
don’t want to record anymore.” Amusingly, he insists that his drinking habits have never
adversely affected his live performances; “That’s completely inaccurate. I can drink or not
drink. I don’t know why people would associate drinking with anything that I do, really.”
Anyone want to lend him some February 1991 videos?
This is easily the most revealing interview he’s given since at least 1997 and is decorated with
some splendid colour 2001 on-the-road shots as well as two fantastic black and white Herb Ritts
shots. But why am I telling you all this; if you’re a Dylan fan then you will have bought it, right?
Speaking of interviews, there was one with ex-Rolling Stone scribe Ben Fong-Torres on
journalismjobs.com in which he is asked what was the most memorable rock concert he has
covered; “…I suppose I have to say Bob Dylan in Chicago. It was his first tour since his
motorcycle accident in Woodstock. It was a great show. He was sounding strong, playing his
classic music, and the music meant a lot to me…Just to be surrounded by that crowd who were
all there to do the same thing basically, to hear the message from bob Dylan.”
Finally, lengthy and positive reviews of Down The Highway and Positively 4th Street appeared in
Novembers Reason Magazine by Brian Doherty. It’s a long review, sure enough, but rally,
we’ve seen it all before. Best bit is when Doherty accuses Hajdu of making “Joan Baez look
about as ridiculous as possible, and shows Dylan escaping her folkie-leftist orbit to become an
artist of greater power and breadth than the scene could accommodate.” I’m not sure if this is
supposed to be criticism or praise, but I know what one I’d like to believe it is.
Th-th-th-th-th-that’s all, folks.
THANKS THIS MONTH TO:
GRAHAM A (As always but even more so) and BRYAN G
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WAS YOU WHAT IT WANTED?
By

Jim Gillan

How do! Hope and trust that all out there have had nothing but good times since last you peeked
at the assorted jumble (or in my case, mumble) that make up Freewheelin’. Why do I say
mumble? Well at one level I like the slightly (so slight as to be anorexic) poetic play on words
and the hint of self-deprecation implicit in it. But it’s also a nod to the fact that all us
Freewheelin’ folks (or should that be spokes?) are very different. This makes for variety, but not
for house style. And it doesn’t do much for anyone who likes things to be instantly recognisable
for what they are.
But is anything? O sure, at one level it’s convenient, even necessary to reduce everything
around us to a lowest common denominator level. Human interaction is enormously facilitated
by this, which on the whole is a good thing, or even a GOOD THING for those who rely on 1066
And All That as a lifestyle guide. Consider the confusion that would arise if everything we said
or wrote or did required a detailed explanation. On the whole assumptions allow things to flow.
And if there are occasional misunderstandings, well they usually are easily resolved.
Thoughts, dreams, beliefs are a bit different. They can need more time, more consideration, if
only because all of us have a unique sense of what we experience and consequently have going
on inside us. Sadly we too often take ourselves and our prejudices, beliefs, attitudes for granted.
Which is why there are few, if any, who can really be certain that they fully understand why they
think what they think. This is reassuring for therapists and analysts, as it guarantees a steady
stream of business. But there is a downside. Of which more below.
Looking like he was failing badly in his attempt to parody a Soggy Bottom Boy, Bob gets out in
front of the crowd at Newport and lets rip. Haven’t heard the set, but have seen the list and the
photos in Isis and some of those on the web. Could be that there is a clear and distinctive
message in the songs, their order, his reading of ‘em on the day, his appearance, demeanour,
dress and so on. On the other hand, maybe the message lies elsewhere, or if one even exists,
may have no real significance. It’s unlikely that Bob will explain, either partially or in full,
always assuming he knows himself, or can remember.
But that’s OK, he doesn’t need to. Anyway there are plenty of Dylan watchers who will
speculate, deliberate, cogitate, meditate and predicate. Then will allocate an explanation. Which
might cause some to abrogate responsibility for thinking for themselves, others to gyrate (ie find
themselves going round in circles, confused by all the interpretations) punctuate (to change
emphasis and therefore meaning), negate (as in ‘it’s all wrong’) and even elevate (Bob is King).
And you are all invited to berate me for being silly.
It’s just that there seems to be more interest in the bearded Bob than in the music. Which as ever
speaks for itself and is uniquely heard by us as individuals. Which makes it a bit sad that we go
around seeking common ground, as though a consensus about the ‘top twenty’ songs of the last
millennium means anything. Except to the commercial interests that benefit from creating a
want. Which ain’t the same as addressing a need.
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Ah! the folly of the human condition. We are prepared to devote endless hours in pursuit of the
ultimately trivial, are desperate to find common ground around who should be voted out of the
‘Big Brother’ house, are willing to go the extra yard to cheer for the team of our choice, but can’t
seem to find a way of dealing with the obscenities highlighted by events such as the Earth
Summit, the Bhopal disaster, corporate greed and virtually anything ending in –ism. I’m not
trying to think for you, or speak on your behalf. I’m not even sure that I can adequately do it for
myself. Damn! I’ve just looked again at the 02/08/02 set list. It’s true! I am going nowhere.
And as I can’t bring good news…
Well that would have been a good place to stop, but I’m impelled to scribble some more,
especially as I know that you are not compelled to read it. Does that mean that I’ve dispelled the
notion that a writer needs a readership? Or are you repelled by that idea? Or am I merely being
more silly than usual?
Well at one level I am, but at another I’m offering the argument that if it is next to impossible to
get your head around anything I might pen and mean (and anyway, why should you bother),
consider that it is much harder to make sense of Bob. His writing is far more subtle, playful,
intriguing, perplexing, stimulating, evocative and downright pleasurable than anything I scribble.
Or, with no disrespect to the other contributors, to anything else found in Freewheelin’.
Or
Judas! Make that especially Judas!
Yes I know (1). Trying to make sense of Bob mostly adds to the listening pleasure. Not always
though. There are any number of vanity publications which only demonstrate that trees are a
much-abused resource. Nor can you always rely on Dylan himself. Some of his stage
comments, for example those at 1979/80 concerts jarred badly with me and got in the way of the
music. Which is a far bigger sin than any self-appointed moralist/evangelist can invent.
But for many, commentary and criticism can sometimes illuminate. Though I tend to feel that
insight is incompatible with a spotlight held and directed by another. Yes I know (2). That
view is full of contradictions since it seems to negate the massive contributions made by those
who by song and/or story and/or action have highlighted injustice, challenged oppression and
shown that there is a better way, one that we can all benefit from and which minimises the abuse
heaped on the world we live on.
However it’s again an example of the folly (and frailty) of the human condition. Dylan is
blessed/cursed by an extraordinary talent. I respect his right to express that talent as he chooses
to and can appreciate why he does not want to align himself with any movement, but it doesn’t
stop me wishing that he would add his voice to those calling for sense to prevail. Politicians,
corporations and their armies (you don’t think they are on your side do you?) have brought us to
the brink, perhaps making disaster inevitable, but without the belief in an alternative, the future
isn’t just bleak, it’s non-existent. Instead of learning to live we are learning to die. So yes, I do
think Let Me Die in my Footsteps, Hard Rain and so on helped to turn things around. But now
there is an even greater need for that eloquence. False beard, wig and all.
Jim (or, if you prefer him who is grim).
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Blood On The Tracks
By Robert Forryan
I have never understood rock music, though often, in seeking to feel a part of something greater
than myself, I have pretended to a knowledge and a range of feelings I never possessed. I have
even written about these feelings – fraudulently really, for it was all idiot wind. Because I am a
deceiver and rock is a cliché; a cliché which portrays itself as subversive and anarchic, and in so
doing is every bit as deceitful as this writer. Rock is sentimental in the way that Louis MacNeice
perceived a certain type of tough American literature to be – Hemingway, for instance – “soft at
the core”, he wrote. But then, rock is American.
The truth, I suppose, is that my instincts are for me to recoil from rock music, particularly from
its drums and bass guitar which represent its soul – or should that be its groin? I loathe their
primordial, disordered, unmelodic natures; the way they disturb and intrude. Though I know they
are essential to the medium. At concerts I feel the bass inside me; penetrating, invading my body,
my privacy, my entitlement to my own space. I am defenceless and that is something I resent.
But once upon a time, there was a time, from 1964 to 1966 (the time before Judas, you might
say), when I almost knew what was happening, despite having read an awful lot of F Scott
Fitzgerald! At least, it seemed that my unhipness threatened to be briefly overthrown and that I
might, albeit hesitantly, enter another world: the world of bohemian culture. A world inhabited
by the coolly sophisticated. The world of those who knew what was happening. But normality
returned gradually, beginning with that 1966 concert at Leicester where I learned that this human
being was not the God I had taken him to be. And as my passion waned, and was finally dashed
on the rocks that were “Nashville Skyline”, so was my prodigal uncool self returned to me. But it
was of no matter, I had my books and my poetry – what else did I need?

Re-invention is confusing. To

Being of a serious nature,
I turned away
those
who
have
come
to
know
from music; my direction
being
the invented self it can be so
determined for me by my
own inability
to respond to classical
unsettling that it feels like betrayal music,
coupled with a snobbish
disdain for
anything to which the
term ‘popular’
might be attached. So I
read, with
little understanding, the poems of TS Eliot. But understanding was not the central issue as long
as I could infiltrate, somehow, a world of finer minds than my own. Like J Alfred Prufrock, I
was “not Prince Hamlet, nor was meant to be”, instead I was:
Deferential, glad to be of use,
Politic, cautious, and meticulous;
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Full of high sentence, but a bit obtuse;
At times, indeed, almost ridiculous –
Almost, at times, the Fool.
And so, I invented myself. I became J Alfred Prufrock.
But there is a problem with self-invention. If you invent yourself, you can also re-invent yourself
– and in the end you no longer know who you are. Sincerity becomes a lost option. You cannot
trust yourself or be true to yourself because there is no real self left to whom you can be true; no
self to trust. You may, if you are clever, authenticate the invented persona, but you have to be
very clever indeed. And such authentication requires endless repetition; endless overlaying of the
diaphanous film that constructs a personality in infinite steps; like the way a shape may be
moulded in fibreglass. However, endless repetition is a costly process, and few can endure its
mindlessness. So the temptation is to re-invent, and many fall.
Re-invention is confusing. To those who have come to know the invented self it can be so
unsettling that it feels like betrayal. Never having felt the need to invent themselves they cannot,
in their sincerity, understand what appears to be treachery. And so they cry ‘Judas’. They must
be forgiven for they know not what it is that they do. How could they hope to see the authenticity
of the artist when they are blinded by their own sincerity? What they have forgotten is that the
self originally invented still remains, in Dylan’s case at least, and is available to them in
memory, on tape, CD and film. If there are numerous identities, then each one of us can, if he or
she is honest, accept or reject whichever of these inventions we choose. There is no compulsion
to like or dislike all of the invented selves. Indeed, to do so is to display a mindless allinclusiveness – to betray an utter lack of discrimination. The real Judas is the one who refuses to
choose (or is incapable of choosing) between the various identities offered. Failure to exercise
taste or engage any faculty for critical appreciation is a denial of mature humanity.

* * * * * * * * * *

After 1969 there were several years without music – years in which I betrayed myself by my
own indiscriminate all-exclusiveness; my wilful blindness to anything that might disturb my
equanimity. The cultural explosion of the late-60s had passed me by, or rather, I passed it by on
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the other side of the road pretending to myself that I hadn’t noticed any change. It was 1975
before I heard a new song:
‘Twas in another lifetime, one of toil and blood,
When blackness was a virtue and the road was full of mud
I came in from the wilderness, a creature void of form.
‘Come in’ she said,
‘I’ll give you shelter from the storm’.
My attention was held. Not just because I had long felt blackness to be a virtue, nor because I
saw myself as void of form, but simply that I recognised the voice. The artist had reinvented
himself in a form accessible to me. Accessible in its understatedness and in the fact that it was
something other than rock! (Oh, I know you could say that about ‘New Morning’ or ‘Self
Portrait’, but they had simply not been heard). I was, as far as it is possible for someone so
hesitant as myself, transfixed. That is perhaps an exaggeration – the road to Damascus is not for
timid souls. But at least I bought the LP and took it home and played it and was engaged and
played it ever after.
And so “Blood On The Tracks” was assimilated within my limited range of cultural appreciation.
It became one of the few things I ever loved up until that time in my life. It is only the
narrowness of my musical knowledge, my awareness of the degree of my own ignorance, that
stops me from claiming it as the finest album ever recorded. But it is!
“Tangled Up In Blue” defines the album in its blueness and its ever-changing prismatic diversity.
Blue is the colour of “Blood On The Tracks”. But it is multi-hued: from the bright blue of
Tangiers to the midnight blue of “Idiot Wind”’s borderline. It is an intensely visual album – one
suffused with variegated qualities of light. For despite the pain reflected in its title, much that is
contained in the album is far from dark. Scenes and moods shift and change from song to song
and within songs. Like a kaleidoscope, you never see the same picture twice. Each hearing
reveals new patterns, altered states. It is truly Dylanesque. In the same way that “Tangled Up In
Blue” and “Simple Twist Of Fate” perpetually metamorphose in live performance, so it seems
does the whole album mutate with each spin of the CD. A fantasy of my imagination, no doubt.
Or a reflection of my moods. But there is an elusiveness about these performed songs. I’m never
quite sure that I’ve understood anything, for the effect achieved is temporarily blinding.
“Blood On The Tracks” is entire of itself. It is not a collection of unrelated performances. The
songs are interwoven: sharing moods and feelings, so that it is easy to forget at times which song
it is that you are hearing. At times, it doesn’t even seem to matter. This consistency, coupled
with the unusually personal nature of the lyrics, is a further defining quality of “Blood On The
Tracks”. And in this consistency is revealed a deliberately created and crafted sculpture – like
nothing else Dylan ever released, and herein lies its magic.
For there is a romantic fallacy which says that great art has as its source something indefinable,
intangible. A quality usually referred to as inspiration or the artist’s muse. Dylan himself has
spoken of learning to do consciously what he had previously done unconsciously – as if he
believed that inspiration was a gift of youth and, as such, unavailable to the mature artist. I’m not
at all sure that this is true. Maybe it is more to do with the artist becoming aware of how he
creates, of learning through experience. Maybe he doesn’t do things differently; maybe it is
simply that he now knows what he does and why; has learned to manipulate consciously the
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instinctive. And yet… Dylan criticism, particularly with regard to live performance, is imbued
with the banal truism that Dylan is at his best when responding to the inspiration of the moment.
I could not disagree more. For what honour is there to the artist who merely acts instinctively;
who responds unknowingly to the mood of the moment, instead of imposing his will consciously
to create artistic form? How do we know Dylan is at his best then? What evidence exists? I was
driving along recently listening to an old compilation tape from the mid-90s which a friend had
sent me. What I had forgotten was that, in the middle of all this live stuff, he had left a copy of
the studio out-take of “Shelter From The Storm”. The effect of hearing this in the middle of
acoustic and electric band numbers was stunning. It made what had gone before seem like so
much dross. It actually sounded fresher, more vibrant, livelier than the live stuff!
“Blood On The Tracks” has a structure, a conscious design; is the product of a choice exercised,
maturely and deliberately; at least, this is how it seems to me. If the man from Porlock had
entered the recording studio at an inappropriate moment, he would not have cut this poem short.
For on this recording Dylan is not relying simply upon his muse or the inspiration of the
moment; is not selling himself short as he has on a number of stages in the last dozen years. He
is crafting, moulding, designing his masterpiece. This album in its finished entirety is the work of
an artist.
It seems to me, also, that “Blood On The Tracks” was written and recorded with the individual
mind in control, and in the process the heart’s unease and the soul’s torment are painted in as
much nakedness as controlling intellect will allow. This is not Dylan in the Confessional; not
quite. Something is always held back, behind the shades, but they may be the most transparent
shades he ever wore. In 1975, as I listened to “Shelter From The Storm” for the first time, Dylan
was instantly recognisable – was Dr Jekyll compared with the unrecognisable Mr Hyde that
strode a Leicester stage in 1966.
“Blood On The Tracks”, thankfully, is not a rock album, though neither is it acoustic. It is
electric, but it is not rock. How could it be? Rock is, by its nature, uncontrolled, visceral,
inspired. It is music of the gut, the loins, the bowels; maybe even the heart. But it is not music of
the mind – and it is not where you meet Bob Dylan, but where he hides. On “Blood On The
Tracks” you come as near to seeing the real him as you ever will, not that this is at all the heart
of the matter or even the main reason why it is such a great album. Because it is another romantic
illusion that the real self, should you wish to find it, can be discovered in excess – through drugs,
dreams, alcohol – by breaking down or letting go. That is sheer escapism – the Sixties at its
cretinous, cultural nadir. The real self hides behind the eyes, in the mind. At least, that is how it
seems to me. Perhaps I have no heart?
The conscious design of “Blood On The Tracks” is apparent in its structure: in the way the ten
songs are ordered, performed and presented. There is thematic and musical coherence – a unity
of style and content matched only, perhaps, by “John Wesley Harding”. There is little diversity,
nor is it needed. The fundamental reason why “Blood On The Tracks” is such a great album lies
in its power to transform our personal and individual vision of our own lives and relationships. It
speaks to us morally and philosophically as does most great art (should that be all great art?).
And like “Don’t Think Twice” it makes me feel better. Almost every time in the last twenty
years that I have felt real pain I have turned to this healing album, especially to “Idiot Wind” – to
kiss goodbye the howling beast, wherever I find it.
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Claims are often made as to the alleged superiority of the out-takes to the officially released
version of “Blood On The Tracks”. I understand that and can hear why that might be said. It is
implied that the out-takes were too self-revelatory, too painful for Dylan to acknowledge.
Maybe. But had it been done differently it would not be “Blood On The Tracks”, would not be
the work of art or the artefact that we know, love and recognise, and which has become a major
part of the Dylan myth. Like a time traveller who intervenes in the past, in changing this album
we would be changing everything. It was known in its official guise for years before most of us
knew that there were any out-takes. We all know now what we mean when we refer to “Blood
On The Tracks”. It just wouldn’t be the same in another style. For this is the artist’s conscious
choice. This is the mask, the self he chooses to present to us. This is what authenticates him and
is how he wishes to be known – or how he wished to be known at that time. It says more about
the real Dylan than does any other piece of music performed with the ever-present shades in
place. Integrity is not found necessarily in the unseen self. Am I any more real because you see
me when I get up in the morning, bleary-eyed and bestubbled? This is not the self I wish you to
see. Give me time to present myself in the way that I choose and we will both enjoy it more.
There is nothing attractive about the defenceless – except to the empire-building invader or the
biographer. I have no wish to invade Dylan the way Garnier’s bass invades my being on the
concert hall floor. No wish at all.
The Dylan portrayed on “Blood On The Tracks” is the Dylan I love, the way I always want to
remember him. If I could only have one album, this would be it. You can keep all the live
performances. For me this is the essential Dylan.
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These Days You Just Can’t Find
An Anarchist
By Neil Watson
But then there is always Elvis, Buddy, Dylan and Steve… Gibbons that is. I’m sorry that I
couldn’t make it to Northamton last weekend for the second Freewheelin’ John Green memorial
meeting. I would have loved to have been there again but work got in the way this time around. I
do regret missing out on what I’m sure was a great day.
Someone else who wasn’t there for this years bash was Steve Gibbons. Steve of course played
solo sets at last years event. This year he was playing live the following night at the tiny Lady
Meadow Restaurant here in the heart of Tamworth. So it wasn’t a wind-up after all?
The venue is known as ‘The Acoustic Café’with a capacity of only 70 people. When it was first
announced that Steve Gibbons would play here my initial reaction was, it will never happen!
The gig was organized and promoted by a local man, and old friend of mine, Ian Gibbons – his
namesake. Unusual name that. Along with his good lady Tina McBain they persuaded Steve to
play Tamworth. Ian has been involved in promoting the local music scene in the town for
many,many years and some time back opened a small venue aimed at showcasing up and coming
young bands calling it ‘The Rathole’. Ian’s early musical influences, on account of his age, were
Punk Rock and New Wave. You know, Johnny Rotten and all that stuff. He was a big Sex Pistols
man back in the seventies. I used to talk to him about Bob Dylan and what a great songwriter he
was, but all he wanted to hear was ‘Anarchy In The UK’.
Ian was later to become a big fan of a certain Mr Bob Geldof and the Boomtown Rats.(See
Rathole) Ian looks uncannily like Sir Bob, at least to me he does! He even pulled off the
amazing coop of persuading Geldof to play a couple of concerts in Tamworth on his last ‘solo’
tour early this year. Geldof played two concerts at the Assembly Rooms in the town back in
mid-February of this year. The capacity at this venue is around 350.
Not since the ‘Beatles’ and the ‘Rolling Stones’ they said!
Yes, the Beatles and the Stones both performed there back in early 1963. When the Beatles
played Tamworth back then it was because they were under a signed contract to play the show.
At that time they had just made the charts with their first hit single. Their management didn’t
want them to perform the concert as bigger and more profitable venues were now beckoning.
The concert as the reports goes, lasted 25 minutes and they were gone!
I still look up at those old steel steps that run up the side of the building to the stage door. The
Beatles once walked up those stairs!
And was I at this famous concert on that memorable night? No, I was just 12 years old at the
time!
There were other famous bands that followed though. The Who, or the High Numbers as they
were still known at the time. The Move also played there I believe.
Steve Gibbons opened the show at The Acoustic Café~with ‘The Memphis Flash,’ his tribute
song to Elvis. There was a bust of Elvis on the wall behind the stage. ‘I ‘m proud to stand and
perform in front of any effigy of Elvis’say’s Steve. He moved right on into one of Elvis’ most
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famous early recordings with a great version of ‘Train,Train’. Next up a song about another of
his early influences, Buddy Holly. My own first influence, and remains so to this day. Inevitably
the next song was his homage to Bob Dylan. Steve told the story about the time he read a review
about Dylan by a young writer who obviously didn’t like Bob. Steve thought about this writers
remarks for a time and his song ‘Painted To The Mast’was his respite.Steve Gibbons has a lot of
influences, he’s been around a long time and has written a fair number of songs. He’s also a great
stylist and storyteller. Yes, how we like storytellers.
Steve performed a couple of Dylan songs on the evening, these being ‘You’re A Big Girl Now’
and ‘Just Like A Woman’. They were as good as you would expect them to be. He plays a good
harmonica too. Also in the set a couple of Chuck Berry numbers. One was the more unusual
‘Thunderbird And The Jaguar’.He squeezed in two songs about motorcycles. One about the old
BSA, and to the other extreme Harley Davidson. These were okay, but nothing to compare to
Richard Thompsons ultimate motorcycle song the Vincent Black Lightening 1952.
The first encore was a version of The Who’s ‘My Generation’- complete with a Thownsend
swinging arm. Steve had earlier performed an original song called ‘One Of The Boys’ which he
said he had written for Roger Daltry’s first solo album after Daltry had asked him if he had a
song for him when the Steve Gibbons Band supported The Who on tour in the mid-seventies.
He finished the concert with a version of ‘My Funny Valantine’ a la Elvis – Costello that is!
The Steve Gibbons Band had a minor hit back in the seventies with the Chuck Berry song
‘Tulane’. Great song. Steve talked a lot about the seventies when he was most active recording
with his band.
The seventies seem a lifetime away now. Earls Court 1978. My first Dylan concerts! Never to be
forgotten.
So where did the sixties go? And Who Knows Where The Time Goes?
Another GREAT song.
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Boots of Spanish
Leather - Part III
782 words on
Gendering journeys, perfect love songs and patriarchal disjunctions

by Patrick Webster
To restate: ‘Boots of Spanish Leather’ is a song in which girl leaves boy; a carnivalesque
upturning of our expectations as listeners to Dylan’s work. Furthermore, a carnivalesque
upturning of gender constructs in Dylan’s work. I say this insomuch as I would argue that one of
the significant ideological gestures in Dylan’s canon is that his male characters leave women and
not the other way around.
To further restate: one can perceive of such ideological gestures from the very beginning of
Dylan’s work to his most recent. If one looks at the first words he offers us , the opening line to
the opening song in Lyrics:
Ramblin’ out of the wild west
Leaving the towns I love the best ...
All the way through to that great line from’Mississippi’ I quoted a few months ago:
I’ve been in trouble ever since I put my suitcase down ...
Now this, or so I would argue, is nothing so simple as saying men travel and women don’t - even
within the artificial limits of Bob Dylan’s lyrics this would appear wholly reductive and over
generalising. No, what I am suggesting is more subtle, I would argue that travel in Dylan’s work
becomes a gendering experience.
One finds this in many of Dylan¹s songs – I’m almost tempted to say in all of them save for the
one I’m writing on - but that would be again too reductive, too generalising. What I will say is
that one of the main ways Dylan defines masculinity in his work is via movement.
If you look at Dylan’s work in this light, then many of the contradictions and confusions over
gender and sexuality, over desire itself - at least start to become clearer. You sometimes get jokes
– take ‘Ramblin’ Gamblin’ Willie’ - and you sometimes get a very serious treatment – see ‘Isis’
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for one of the most significant examples of this. Here is a song I must one day turn to. ‘Isis’, it
seems to me, is one of Dylan’s most explicit songs from the perspective of travel as a gendering
experience. It is Dylan’s own Ulysses, a song in which a man leaves a woman, undertakes a great
journey - attempts an exploration of his authentic sexuality - and then in a great overarching
gesture returns to his starting point. It is perhaps one of Dylan’s greatest songs - but also, given
the wholly restrictive ideological constructs of our times - a dangerous one to approach especially within the male dominated world of Freewheelin¹.
To return to ‘Boots of Spanish Leather’ - to the third line of verse two:
Just carry yourself back to me unspoiled ...
This word unspoiled is interesting - I said before that I perceived of ‘Boots of Spanish Leather’
as one of Dylan¹s greatest love songs. I stand by this, it is such and it is also a song of some
dignity, a song in which a lover graciously accepts his love object no longer loves him. This, it
seems to me, is something very hard to do, and the only song that comes into my head at the
moment that manages to similarly accomplish this is Leonard Cohen’s recent, ‘Alexandra
Leaving’, a song that I think was mentioned in a recent Freewheelin’. A song as perfect in its
way as ‘Boots of Spanish Leather’, both songs tell us we have to prepare for such an occasion.
Anyway, disregarding all of this, I would suggest that this word ‘unspoiled’ betrays a masculine
voice’s attempt at total acceptance and dignity - in a way that Leonard Cohen’s song does not.
The idea of telling someone to come back unspoiled betrays itself because it restates the idea of a
patriarchal authority being cognisant it must control female sexuality. Unspoiled is a subtle way
of suggesting the girl must stay pure on her travels across that lonesome ocean. She must carry
herself back with her virginity intact - or at least a kind of virginity - we assume she and the
narrator are lovers in a physical sense.
To be continued ...

Addendum 1: Heterodiegetic - an apology to Robert for this - it is a word from narrative and
literary theory - a piece of jargon - that slipped in by accident. It refers to a narrator who is in her
or his own narrative and acts as a primary character. It means a first person narrator - or almost there are various kinds of first person narrator - this being merely one.
Addendum 2: Why is a man like a supermarket car parking space? Keep this in mind for next
month
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Keep On Rockin’ In The Free
World
Neil Young and Ronald Reagan
By Russell Blatcher
I wanted to introduce something about Neil Young, partly because of the antagonism towards
him in some parts of the Dylan community, but mainly because I just finished Shakey by Jimmy
McDonough. This biography is essential reading for any Young fan. McDonough takes you deep
inside Neil Young’s world, and deals with most of the questions I would ask Young, if I got the
chance. It is to the writer’s credit that although he started as “approved” before publication, he
was somehow ousted from the Canadian’s circle. Offers were made to buy back the contract for
the book. McDonough’s response was that they might be able to buy back the contract, but not
the 6 years he had been working on the book. I guess that Young’s change of heart came when
he realised just how much he had revealed in the course of the interviews.
Yes, read Shakey, NO, don’t read Johnny Rogan’s appalling tome (which has all of the facts and
none of the feelings). McDonough is a Neil Young fan. He describes how he used to harangue
strangers in record stores, who were about to buy Harvest, and advising them to buy Tonight’s
The Night instead. He appropriately savages all the dire recorded output of Crosby Stills and
Nash. Yes, he likes all the same bits I do. He has interviewed everyone with an important role in
Young’s life.
A lot of the antipathy to Young in recent years is political, following the widely publicised
interviews in which he praised the policies of President Ronald Reagan. Whilst such remarks can
be written off, as a put-on or a misquotation, it is more worrying when such views seem to
appear in the songs themselves. The latest example was of course, Let’s Roll, which many saw as
an endorsement of the American atrocities in Afghanistan:
No one has the answers,
But one thing is true,
You got to turn on evil,
When it's comin' after you.
You got to face it down,
And when it tries to hide,
You got to go in after it,
And never be denied.
Yes, it seems pretty clear, but note the “No one has the answers”. Then a little later:
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Let's roll for freedom,
Let's roll for love,
Goin' after Satan,
On the wings of a dove.

Now here, just as he appears to be advocating a violent response, is the line “On the wings of a
dove”, which is, especially in the States, symbolic of the peace-lover. I accept that there are only
hints of ambiguity here, but elements in this fragment point directly back to Young’s most
forthright statement on the subject of the U.S.A.’s role in the world, Keep On Rockin’ In The
Free World.
Satan appears in the first verse of that song. Again, it refers to the characterisation of America as
the Great Satan by some elements in the Moslem community:
There's colors on the street
Red, white and blue
People shufflin' their feet
People sleepin' in their shoes
But there's a warnin' sign on the road ahead
There's a lot of people sayin' we'd be better off dead
Don't feel like Satan, but I am to them
So I try to forget it, any way I can.
“Red, white and blue” of course is the stars and stripes, so the marchers are Americans, and yet
they are “sleepin’ in their shoes”, and don’t see the warning. The narrator, like them, declines the
satanic label, but refuses to think about why they are perceived in that way (“I try to forget it”).
Perhaps a lot of U.S. listeners didn’t notice, or ignored the conflict between the chorus and the
verses of this song. In the concert video from the Weld tour, we see a large flag in the crowd, and
a number of undoubted patriots punching the air during the chorus. But the second verse is not a
scene from Iraq, Saudi Arabia or Iran:
I see a woman in the night
With a baby in her hand
Under an old street light
Near a garbage can
Now she puts the kid away, and she's gone to get a hit
She hates her life, and what she's done to it
There's one more kid that will never go to school
Never get to fall in love, never get to be cool.
Yes, this is the good old U. S. of A. Young paints as clear a picture of that society as any one in popular
music. Then we go straight back into the chorus again:

Keep on rockin' in the free world,
Keep on rockin' in the free world
Keep on rockin' in the free world,
Keep on rockin' in the free world.
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What an immense stroke of irony this is, and yet the punchers continue to punch the air, totally
deceived by the gleeful anthemic quality of the song. What does Young intend by this contrast? I
am reminded of William Blake’s Jerusalem, which, in the setting by Parry, is constantly sung by
British patriots, completely unaware of its radical meaning:
AND did those feet in ancient time
Walk upon England's mountains green?
And was the holy Lamb of God
On England's pleasant pastures seen?
And did the Countenance Divine
Shine forth upon our clouded hills?
And was Jerusalem builded here
Among these dark Satanic mills?
Bring me my bow of burning gold:
Bring me my arrows of desire:
Bring me my spear: O clouds unfold!
Bring me my chariot of fire.
I will not cease from mental fight,
Nor shall my sword sleep in my hand
Till we have built Jerusalem
In England's green and pleasant land.
All the questions in the first two stanzas are clearly answered with a resounding NO. Phrases like
“England’s pleasant pastures” and “England’s green and pleasant land” drip with irony. It is
especially delicious to me to hear our choirs of patriots orgasmically thunder forth the final
stanza, completely missing the clearest metaphor of masturbation ever committed to verse. Blake
differs from Young in that he has a clear idea of how he wants to alter society. Blake knew what
Jerusalem would be like. Young can only offer the gigantic contradiction between the idea of
Freedom and its reality in the ‘Free World’.
In the final verse of his song Young continues his snapshot of his adopted homeland:
We got a thousand points of light
For the homeless man
We got a kinder, gentler,
Machine gun hand
We got department stores and toilet paper
Got styrofoam boxes for the ozone layer
Got a man of the people, says keep hope alive
Got fuel to burn, got roads to drive
The “thousand points of light” of the great American cities shine down on the homeless, while
the military of both the U.S. and their enemies cut a swathe round the world.
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“Kinder, gentler machine gun hand” is typical of Young’s ability to smash images together in a
single phrase. “Kinder, gentler” comes straight out of a washing-up liquid advert, from the
soothing fantasy world pouring from our televisions (adverts and programs alike). Applying this
to “machine gun hand” ridicules the ostensibly ‘well-intentioned’ motives of those who control
such weapons as well as the political marketing of U.S. foreign policy to a gullible electorate.
But he is not just saying that advertising is like political justification of state violence, he is
saying it is the same thing.
The market place (“department stores and toilet paper”), which finances state violence, with its
ever expanding production of unnecessary goods and packaging (“styrofoam boxes for the ozone
layer”) is also attacking the planet itself, another hidden price of freedom.
Every recent U.S. President has presented himself as “a man of the people”, offering them an
illusory hope of freedom, while his real constituency is the big corporations.
America expresses its dearly won freedom on the open road (“got fuel to burn, got roads to
drive”). Young is a great enthusiast and collector of motor vehicles from Mort the hearse to his
great custom-built tour buses. But the final line of this verse contrasts the car as a potent symbol
of freedom with the sheer pointlessness of most of all that motoring.
I love this song because, in the music and the words Young somehow expresses the half formed,
incoherent anger that I feel at the world, but at the same time expresses the joy of creation. The stomping
rhythm of the song clashes with meaning of the the lyrics. The apparent failure by parts of his audience
to recognise the built in contradictions of the song doesn’t seem to bother Young at all. In fact his love of
ambiguity and irony causes him to relish it, which explains I think why he includes all the audience
reaction shots in the Weld video. Young’s clear anguish at the Gulf War, going on during the Weld tour
again belies the apparent gung-ho attitude glimpsed elsewhere. Hence the yellow ribbon tied to the giant
mike stand, and the inclusion of Blowin’ in The Wind in the setlist
In Shakey, Jimmy McDonough quotes a remark by painter Francis Bacon: “The job of the artist is to
deepen the mystery.” All those who think they understand Neil Young’s view on any subject well enough
to condemn it, should remember that.

Freedom is the great mantra of the advocates of a market driven economy. What they mean is the
freedom to pay their employees as little as possible. The freedom to move money and resources
around the world to avoid paying national taxes in any of the countries where they operate. The
freedom to dominate markets and control prices. The freedom to manipulate foreign
governments while they trumpet their own faith in democracy. The freedom to attack any
country of whose government they disapprove. At the moment, the September 11th attacks have
given a new lease of life to this tendency in the U.S.A. Anyone who hopes for more reflection on
these matters, or circumspection from the U.S. government, will be disappointed for some time. I
fear it has already guaranteed George Bush a second term, a disaster for his country and for the
world, especially when you remember he did not even win the first election.
Because of their history, freedom remains a potent message to Americans, many of whose
ancestors, often only one or two generations away, escaped religious, political or racial
oppression by coming to America. But it is time that they began to examine the contradictions of
this faith in American freedom, just as Neil Young does here. The freedom they cherish is not
the ‘free’ market. The tyrannies, which their parents or grand parents escaped from, were close
allies of the economic tyrants who rule the world still.
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HIPSTERS,
FLIPSTERS &

FINGER
POPPIN’

DADDIES!
By

C.P. Lee

What do Tiny Tim, the eccentric American performer, and Bob Dylan, have in common?
A lot more than you might think – Both of them came from immigrant stock; both of them were
heavily influenced by early forms of 20th century American popular music; both of them changed
their names to reflect the artistic direction they were heading in; both of them began their careers
in the folk clubs and coffee bars of Greenwich Village; both of them played at the Albert Hall
and the Isle of Wight; and in 1967, both of them made recordings with The Band in the basement
of Big Pink.
And, one spring evening of that year, Tiny Tim taught Bob Dylan everything he could about a
form of music that had become so unhip and uncool to the ‘modern generation’, that it looked
just about ready to be confined to the cut-price, discount dustbin of nostalgia. My argument is
that it was a lesson that Dylan learned well, one that would have its ramifications thirty-four
years later on ‘Love And Theft’.
Links and threads. It’s all links and threads. Music weaving its discourse through our heads,
through the air, through the centuries. In the mid seventeenth century somebody in Scotland
fashioned a tale around a soldier’s attempts to seduce a young woman. The tune the balladeer
used may or may not have been older, the message in the lyrics was the same then as it is now,
“Come away with me now. Forget about your mother”. History placed the tune, now known by
several different titles, as referring to an event that took place during the 1649 Monmouth
Rebellion. Only it wasn’t about battles, or glory, or heroes, it was about a soldier trying to get his
end away. Like I said, a perennial tale. It was the tune’s universality that has given it a shelf life
that so far has endured for over three hundred and fifty years, a universality that enable it to be
carried three thousand miles across an ocean and be transplanted into the Appalachian Mountains
and Kentucky Hills of the New World, where eventually it was picked up by the young Bob
Dylan and recorded and performed as ‘Pretty Peggy O’. Links and threads. Let’s look at some
more….
The first link and thread in this particular story begins in the University of Minneapolis in 1960,
when Robert Zimmerman met a young girl called Bonnie Beecher. Some commentators feel that
she was the inspiration behind ‘Girl From The North Country’. Maybe it was Echo Helstrom,
whatever, the fact is that she and Zimmerman were an item while he lived in the Bohemian
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quarter of Dinkytown. When they split up he moved away and ended up in New York City and
became Bob Dylan.
There was a character there on the coffee/folk scene, called Hugh Romney. Romney came from
the Beat Generation and found the transition to Folkie/hippy came easily. Acting as a kind of
wacky MC in the clubs, he’s also credited with having introduced the custom of passing round a
basket for donations during the performer’s set. This had the effect of increasing the fee that the
artists were receiving. Some folkies in the early 1960s were said to be earning over $200 dollars
a week as a result of Hugh’s innovation, a sizable sum for the day. Another thing that Hugh was
responsible for was introducing the young Bob Dylan to an album by the man called Lord
Buckley and therefore directly to the inclusion of ‘Old Black Cross’ into the nascent Dylan’s set.
This being about threads and stuff, we need to know that Bonnie Beecher came to New York,
met and fell in love with Hugh Romney. They were wed and together they went off to the West
Coast, where they became involved with Ken Kesey and The Merry Pranksters. Later they both
changed their names too – Bonnie taking the Hindhu name, ‘Jahanarah’, Hugh becoming ‘Wavy
Gravy’, who features heavily in the movie ‘Woodstock’. However, prior to this, they opened a
cabaret club in Los Angeles called the ‘Little Theatre’, and it was there, in 1966, during a break
from rehearsals for the world tour, that Dylan finally met up with Tiny Tim.
Tiny’s act consisted of his own peculiar renditions of hits from the 1920s and ’30s, performed in
a shrieking falsetto accompanied by his ukulele. In the 1950s the gangly youth from New York
had changed his name from Herbert Khaury several times in pursuit of fame. As his hair grew
longer so did his list of aliases – Vernon Prince, Emmett Swink, and the formidable Larry Love,
were all tried out and then discarded in favour of Tiny Tim, the name he’d use for the rest of his
life. Tiny was a bona-fide eccentric, bizarre in appearance, but secure in his encyclopaedic
knowledge of the music he was recreating. Tiny Tim was a lot of things, but he was never a
phoney.
When Dylan arrived at the Little Theatre to catch his show Tiny had been honing his act for
years and knew instinctively how to play an audience like it was a second instrument. When he
spotted Dylan sat at the tables he quickly threw in a version of ‘Positively 4th Street’ sung in the
style of old time crooner, Rudy Vallee. At the triumphant conclusion of the song, Tiny flung
himself down onto his knees and with arms outstretched screamed out in his highest falsetto –
“It’s not 8th Street! – 7th Street! – 6th Street! – Or even 5th Street! – But positively 4th Strreeet!!!”
Dylan was blown away.
Fast forward now to the spring of 1967. An awful lot had taken place – Dylan’s infamous
motorcycle accident back in July 1966 had given him the perfect opportunity to call a halt to the
seemingly endless cycle of writing, recording and touring. Holed up now in his Woodstock home
with his family, Dylan began putting his life in order. One commitment remained, the Stage TV
Show needed finishing. Dylan had an idea. He and Howard Alk would shoot some new footage
to be inserted around the concert performance scenes shot during the tour. One of the characters
was a down and out drifter called Philip Granger. Dylan decided that Tiny Tim would be perfect
for the part and gave him a call and invited him up to Woodstock.
By the time Tiny arrived the project had been put on hold and would eventually surface under
the title ‘Eat The Document’. But Dylan wasn’t just simply going to dismiss Tiny and forget all
about him. He invited him to stay in Dylan’s house. On their first evening together there, much
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to Tiny Tim’s surprise, Dylan sat the canary suited warbler down in an armchair, turned on a reel
to reel tape recorder and asked him to tell him everything he knew about Rudy Vallee.
Tim was in his element and rattled on for hours, including in his rap information about the whole
gamut of American crooners and songwriters. Every now and then his monologue would stop as
he took the opportunity to burst into song in order to illustrate a point.
Towards the end of the taping session he thrilled Dylan by singing ‘Like A Rolling Stone’ in the
style of Vallee, finishing off by seguing into a devastating parody of Dylan singing Vallee’s
‘There’s No Time Like Your Time’.
A quick links and threads digression here. A guy I know collects and occasionally sells National
Steel guitars and instruments. A fellow collector and friend of his was George Harrison. One day
they went to look at a collection that was for sale. It included three National Steel ukuleles. My
friend bought one, Harrison bought the other two. Mark asked him why two? Harrison replied
that one was “for Bob”.
George Harrison was the Honorary Chair of the British Ukulele Federation and had an obsession
with George Formby who he regarded as one of the greatest players in the world. One of
Harrison’s favourite ways of wiling away an evening was to sit down with his ukulele and strum
along to Formby records! It’s fun to imagine Harrison regaling Dylan with songs and tales about
the ‘cheeky chappy’ from Wigan. Actually, it’s not fun, it’s horrifying, but there you go.
Back to Woodstock and 1967. Dylan duly introduced The Band to Tiny Tim and this led to a
session or two being recorded at the Big Pink. Listening to them now is very instructive. There’s
no way The Band are throwing this session away. They treat the music, bizarre and strange as it
is, with an air of respect. They’ve obviously worked quite hard on the arrangements and overall
the material seems to be recorded with a degree more of, shall we say, professionalism, than the
rest of the Basement Tapes. Perhaps this is because some of the tracks were eventually used in
the film ‘You Are What You Eat’ which was released in 1968. This peculiar documentary, sadly
now out of print, was directed by Barry Feinstein, husband of Mary Travers of Peter, Paul and
Mary fame, who was Dylan’s official photographer on the 1966 world tour. More threads, more
links.
These often neglected Tiny Tim/Band tracks begin with a rousing duet between Tiny Tim and
Robbie Robertson on Sonny and Cher’s ‘I Got You Babe’. This really has to be heard to be
believed. The whole number is done totally straight without any kind of camp whimsy, or
element of urine extraction. It’s a straight forward rendition of a perfect pop number. The same
kind of downhome Rock traditional format is given to Chuck Berry’s classic ‘Memphis
Tennessee’, a number The Band certainly wouldn’t have had trouble with, doubtless having
performed it on the Southern college circuit with Ronnie Hawkins countless times. Though I
doubt Berry’s strangely kiddy porn lyrics have ever sounded so strange as when sung in Tiny’s
strangled falsetto.
The Ronettes ‘Be My Baby’ is given the same ‘classic rock’ treatment, and swings in a kind of
Wagnerian sturm und drang way, exactly as it should be. Once again Tiny’s vocals battle with
The Band’s arrangement and both sides come out winners.
It’s the final cut, the last number they collaborated on, the one cut left out of the movie, where a
whole new world opens up. A world that almost ranks on a par with the material The Band were
more used to doing with Dylan. A cursory listen to this version of Al Jolson’s ‘Sonny Boy’ lulls
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the listener into thinking that it’s a joke, a nothing. It became Tiny Tim’s signature tune, along
with ‘Tip Toe Through The Tulips’, a kind of snapshot of what the man was all about. But listen
harder and on this version something else begins to come through. This is the sound of a GothicAmericana. This is the sound of a thousand ghosts scratching on the windows of history
demanding to be heard. Eerie and spooky, ‘Sonny Boy’ down in the basement of Big Pink has a
darkness in its musical arrangement that very nearly matches ‘Ballad Of A Thin Man’ for
weirdness. Garth’s ‘Circus of Horrors’ ornamentations on the organ have the same spine-tingling
qualities of much of his work with Dylan. An echo of the past hangs over the whole proceedings
like a ghost at a banquet.
One of the myths that’s emerged over the years about the Big Pink and the Basement Tapes, is
that somehow The Band, and Robbie Robertson in particular, used it as an opportunity to teach
Dylan about Rock and Roll. In return, so the legend has it, Dylan turned them on to Folk and
ballads. This is a nonsense, except maybe for Dylan having to teach them about Folk, I can
believe that. Dylan had always been a rocker at heart. Way back in high school with John
Bucklen and all the others, Dylan was essentially a rocker who diverted to Folk along the way.
We know for a fact that his knowledge of American music is vast, and it’s a knowledge that isn’t
simply restricted to Blues and Old Time. Dylan knows as much about crooners as he does about
Mississippi field calls.
Here’s a strange digression – Interviewed once in his cell in Corcoran Prison California, Charlie
Manson said that he was sick of people going on about him and The Beatles. He didn’t even
particularly like them, he said. They weren’t from his time because he wasn’t a child of the ’60s,
or even the ’50s. His favourite singer was Bing Crosby. Oddly enough, Dylan has made the same
observation, just because he was in the 1960s doesn’t mean that he was of the 1960s. Dylan
placed his formative musical years as the 1940s. We know for fact that the first song he ever
performed in public was ‘Accentuate The Positive’ when he was just four years old. It had been a
hit for Bing Crosby in 1944. Another hit for Crosby was ‘Soon’, the song he chose to sing at the
George Gershwin tribute in 1987. Love and Theft anybody?
My point here has been to track and trace some of the threads in the pattern of Dylan’s creativity.
He and Tiny Tim both shared a deep love for American popular music in all its many and varied
forms. I’m sure that Dylan, that spring night in 1967 learned a lesson about Americana that he
never forgot. He just waited until it was needed and then he pulled it out, added it to all the other
information he keeps inside his mind and wove it into the dreamscape that’s ‘Love and Theft’.

L: Tiny Tim
R: Rudy Vallee
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By Richard Lewis
What a pleasant way to spend the weekend. About 200 people including speakers, musicians,
traders, friends, family, locals and a huge range of Dylan lovers turned up in Northampton to
celebrate the Second John Green Day. It was a great success.
Although I spent most of my time on our Freewheelin’ reception desk I still thoroughly enjoyed
myself. Being there meant I got to chat to lots of familiar friends and acquaintances and also
meet some new ones. During the day Paula, who I had not met before, joined me to help take
tickets etc. As two Primary School teachers who also love Dylan books and magazines we found
that we had lots to talk about. We both thought it would be good to organise a proper
Freewheelin’ weekend so that we could all get to know each other in person rather than just
through the printed word or fol.
Everything seemed to go well. Friday night gave a chance for a few Freewheelers and some
close friends to have a quiet drink in the hotel bar as well as finalise arrangements with the hotel.
Saturday morning we got ready with a chance to look through the programme. It was fascinating
to read what everyone had chosen as their favourite Basement Tape track and will help me to
listen to them next time.
By 11am quite a few people had arrived and were browsing through the books, magazines, Tshirts, videos a CDs on display. Being on the desk I didn’t get to hear Andy Muir or Society’s
Pliers but they both seemed to go down well with a reasonable audience for both. Paula took
over the desk to allow me to go and listen to past Freewheeler Jeff Stevens. Although I had
enjoyed Jeff’s article about his trip to Big Pink when it appeared in Freewheelin some years ago
it really came to life when Jeff talked about it and showed us his slides. It made me resolve to
finish my article about my trip to the USA in 1967, as I never reached the part where I went to
Woodstock. Coming soon (when I find the right box to unpack).
I enjoyed Julie Felix’s first short set of Dylan songs with fine versions of Visions of Johanna and
Gates of Eden neither of which are easy choices. I was especially fascinated by her story about
taking Judy Collins place during the recording of In My Life in 1967.
Back on the desk I missed Derek Barker but managed to hear (but not see) Cold Overture who
were absolutely sensational and in my opinion were the highlight of the day. Again I only caught
a little of CP Lee but I was amazed at how much he puts into a talk. In fact talk doesn’t do it or
him justice, as what he does is a genuine performance. Perhaps Chris C will lend me the video of
the bits I missed. Julie’s second set again featured some brave song choices including
Subterranean Homesick Blues, Sad Eyed Lady of the Lowlands and Not Dark Yet.
A great day made even better by the inimitable introductions of Keith Agar. I think we may have
to do it again next year.
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Fun in the
Basement with the
Freewheelers
By Paula Radice
Had a lovely time in Northampton last weekend, meeting up with old friends and especially
meeting Freewheelers I hadn't met in person before. It was great to be reminded again how nice
a bunch of people Dylan fans are. I was talking to someone, I think it was Ged Keilty, about the
way that Dylan people rarely let you down. In the nearly twenty years that I have been
collecting Dylan stuff, I can count the people who have not delivered what they said they were
going to on the fingers of one hand, but the acts of unexpected generosity and friendship are too
numerous to count. I expect that's what comes from spending the first ten years with the folks in
Newcastle, who were unerringly wonderful, and now becoming a Freewheeler!
I did learn some very important facts. Firstly, that the "C" in C.P. Lee obviously stands for
"Certifiable". Anyone who missed C.P.'s talk, and especially the hippy dancing that went along
with it, missed a treat. It was extremely entertaining, and I am contemplating booking you for
one of our school assemblies, C.P. (not sure what the topic would be, though). And as if to
reinforce what we already knew - ie. that Dylan fans must have a pronounced sense of humour Keith Agar's compèring of the day was just brilliant. It was all a lot of fun. The bands were
great, too. John and Chris worked ceaselessly to make sure the day went smoothly and everyone
enjoyed themselves. It was an excellent event, guys.
I also came away from Northampton, or rather staggered away, with some new purchases, far
and away the best of which was Ray Stavrou's mammoth work A Vinyl Headstone Almost in
Place, and it was lovely to meet Ray and get to talk about the book (actually, a massive ring
binder with loose-leaf A4 sheets, along the lines of Galileo's Math Book).
I haven't bought many bootleg vinyls for several years now - I very rarely see them, and when I
do come across them the prices have just become silly - but when I was living in Durham I went
to the record fairs religiously and bought as many as my postgraduate grant would allow (and
often more than it would...) and built up a small collection, and have always loved them for the
artefacts they are in their own right. I never play them now; there's no need now that
everything's available on CD, but they're worth having just for the covers and the artwork and the
sense of history that goes with the very earliest ones.
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Vinyl Headstone is an incredible piece of work. For a start it's beautiful to look at,
with colour pictures on every page (something no other book on vinyl bootlegs has
ever managed) and a fantastic attention to detail in the listing and differentiating of
the various editions of different titles. It's a real labour of love, and Ray has my
deepest respect and admiration for the amount of dedicated work he has put into it.
Moreover, as we talked about its production, it became apparent to me that Ray is
only just about covering his costs in putting it out, as he's printing each copy out from
his computer at home: there's a vast amount of paper involved (there are over 500
pages), and he says it takes two colour print cartridges to print each copy. He's
putting it out so that others can have the reference details, and can feed back to him
any anomalies they find in their own collections, with the ultimate aim of producing
as definitive piece of research as possible. With nearly 100 copies already sent out,
he has put a prodigious amount of time and energy into the project. Another very
generous Dylan guy. If you have any interest in vinyl bootlegs at all, I can't
recommend Vinyl Headstone enough. Ray's email address is Raystav@aol.com.
There seems to be a deluge of new books about to descend on us, if Amazon.com's
information is correct. I know of at least eight new books (in English that is: nonEnglish editions are also coming out all the time at the moment) due in the next
couple of months. I've also come across two new books that haven't been listed by
any of the major internet booksellers: Bob Dylan: Gypsy Troubadour by Robert
Anstey seems to be a privately published affair, which has cropped up on an auction
site, and "Do You Mr. Jones?" Bob Dylan with the Poets and the Professors, due for
publication soon, seems to be a compilation of writings, as it has an editor, N.
Corcoran, rather than an author. Copies of both are on their way to me, and I'll let
you know more in future reviews. I think it would be wise to advise family members
now not to expect much in the way of Christmas presents this year, especially if
Chronicles Vol. 1 does appear in December.
Well, term starts tomorrow. Hope, Richard, that your school got its building work
finished in time to let the children in, although believe me, the place will be quieter
and easier to work in if you keep them out. The scaffolding has just come down from
around ours, after months of disruption having a new roof put on, so the school's
looking good, all set for the little darlings to come in and wreck the place. I've got a
really "challenging" class (I've talked about that word before) this year, so wish me
luck!
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John Green
Day 2
Chris Cooper
pressures got to me and I suspect to
everyone the night before the event.
I recall going to bed about 1 am
thinking this is never gonna work.
Then you get up. After breakfast I go
back to the scene of the previous nights
troubles, and once again things are
magically falling into place.

It’s early Tuesday morning here
September 3rd and I am sitting in my
Dylan room looking at the pictures we
took at the 2nd Annual John Green
Day.

Sometimes I think that Kidda sits up
there and laughs as we struggle to get
the evening together, knowing his
humour he would have thought some
of my antics were pretty crazy that’s
for sure. And I am sure he would have
noticed the unsung people who do their
bit in there and never ask for anything
in return. Fellow Freewheelers
Richard and Paula who manned the
desk, took in tickets and kept things
running without any fuss. I know
Richard missed a lot of the events as
he was always on the desk. We, that is
those in FW really should get together
some point in the day, or night, and
toast the kidda and each other.

Looking at the pictures here the one
thing that strikes me most is the happy
faces that most of the pictures show. I
had asked Dizzy to wander around and
take pix during the day, as I knew that
when it came down to it I would be far
to busy and would never get around to
it myself.
I am glad that she did them. I thought
at the time of the first one that it was
too stressful and we would not do
another. Then I located Julie Felix and
things sorta snowballed from there.
Dizzy and I reached the Moat House
Hotel close to 7 pm on Friday night.
Many of the hassles that we had all
decided we knew how to avoid were
staring me straight in the face again.
You know. PA playing up, facilities
not where they should be. Finding we
had to supply more of many things
than we expected. Another words just
like before. And as usual the stresses
and

And yes it was a helluva day. Our
every effervescent Emcee Keith Agar
again sliced us to pieces with his razor
wit as he cobbled the various events
together. Some lovely touches,
sometimes it is easy to miss the more
sensitive side of Keith but anyone that
saw his Restless Farewell (Sinatra)
video linked to the pictures of John
Green could not helped
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to be moved. I went over to Johns
mum Edna at the end of it, seeing the
tears rolling down her cheeks. She
smiled at me and holding my hand she
said, “Its ok, I’m not sad . I’m just so
proud to think that you all thought so
much of my John. I am so pleased you
all still remember him.”

Jeff Stevens looking fresh and rested
after his time off from Freewheelin
gave a superb account of his visit to
Big Pink and the people there. With his
slides to illustrate the day he put a nice
personal touch to the event. I am sure
his family was as impressed as we
were.

Then there was the speakers.

Then there was CP Lee. Our very own
CP, resident singer, thought provoker
and our own court jester. For me he
injected some humour as into the talks
as well as keeping us thoroughly

Andy Muir gave us a scholarly account
of the Basements that held the crowd’s
attention.
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entertained. As the picture shows
shades of Newport 2002 also.
Amazing!

And then there was the music! This
year more than the first. Three main
acts and for actual sets plus a jam
session could have been too much if
we had not kept it as well mixed as it
was.
Societies Pliers were there again,
singing a lot of Basement tracks, their
line up expanded slightly from last
year they got things moving nicely.
Coming on as early in the day as they
did cannot be easy but I thought they
carried it very well.

We kept abreast of all mags with first
Andy and then of course Derek Barker
editor of Isis magazine who gave us a
personal slant on Al Aronowitz
followed by a questions and answers
session that we unfortunately were
obliged to curtail in order to get all
that music in..

Cold Overture are a young band, their
enthusiasm and youthful arrogance
make them fascinating to watch and
they really got the crowd moving. So
much so that they were called back for
an encore, something that I think
surprised them far more than it did the
rest of us. I am sure they have a bright
future in front of them if they pursue
this.
Of course the professional peak was
left to Julie Felix.
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So was that it?
Well no not really. That is only the
event. It says nothing about the time
we had meeting old friends, sharing
drinks and laughs with your friends
and reminding each other why we are
here.
Lovely to see Lambchop back with us
despite his serious health problems. I
know that originally he was not
intending to stay the day as he was
afraid his health would not hold up.
But he did stay and it was nice to see
him and the famous hat back in a
Dylan community again, surely where
he belongs.
Her first set was very impressive, I
have never heard “Master Of War”
performed so well by anyone other
than Bob before, curiously she seemed
a bit nervous for her second set but
was well received by the crowd. I
found it a lovely touch that she spent
so much time wandering around,
buying up Dylan memorabilia and
watching the videos. I spoke to her a
number of times during the day and
she commented how friendly it was
and how pleased she was that so many
of the crowd were producing old
records for her to sign and saying
hello. Her very supportive crew also
had the long waited new album of
Dylan covers “Starry Eyed &
Laughing” to sell for the first time
here. I believe it’s the first time a new
album has been released at a
Convention. Another first for
Freewheelin’.

This year I spoke to a number of
people who would say to me “I never
knew John Green, but you guys sure
do his memory proud.”
That alone makes it worthwhile for
me.
We had style.
We had class.
And we put on a good event, netter
than I could have asked for really.
And if you had asked me on Friday if
there would be a John Green Day 3 I
would have said “no chance”.
And if you asked me now I would say
“Of Course”.For me that’s what is all
about

And that was almost it, except for the
little matter of the jam session with
pretty much everyone (except Julie)
that went on and on. By the time it
started John, Keith and myself were
high on the adrenalin and sleep was out
of the question. So we end up drinking
and watching films till 4 am.
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THE MISSIONARY TIMES
A WELCOME BREAK
(With some Northampton Moments)
By

JR Stokes

I haven’t gone off the boil with ‘Visions of Johanna', no indeed: that particular
fire is still raging, just like the fire that raged under the heroin of my piece,
Saint Joan. This month however something else has taken over my thoughts,
something that others may also be writing about namely The Second Annual
John Green Day held at The Moat House Hotel, Northampton on the 31st August
2002. It was a Freewheelin event, attended by about 200 people and I cant
move on until I have committed some of my Northampton Moments to the page.
Perhaps a welcome break from ‘Visions’ for you, certainly a necessary break for
me.
The moments and images that immediately spring to mind are those that involve
the Freewheelers who were able to attend on the day. Our two primary school
teachers Richard and Paula clicked into efficiency overdrive on the registration
desk and saw to it that early birds, stragglers and gate crashers were all
perfectly marshalled. A nice moment was Paula’s delight at opening Ray
Stavrous’ life’s work ‘ A Vinyl Headstone’ – Almost In Place’ and deciding where
this wonderful item would fit into her extensive collection of Dylan books.
Richards ‘moment’ was familiar: I have seen him do it so many times before. The
Richard Crossman of the Dylan world, meticulously diarising both of Julie
Felix’s set lists. How may of those little note books have you amassed over the
years Richard?
I don’t think that I have ever seen a dog in a hotel: and Spike certainly took
the biscuit for not only being a dog in a hotel but for accepting his
surroundings without complaint. Us humans must appear to be a weird lot
sometimes from a dog’s view point yet Spike seemed to enjoy Northampton,
despite his owners incredulity that there actually is an ELEVEN cd set of
Basement Tapes material. Nice to see Jim and Ross who Spike brought along
with him!

An image that I will stay with me for some considerable time is the entrance by
C.P. Lee in Dylan’s Newport ’02 attire. Soggy Bottom Boys or whatever, C.P.
graced the stage in full Methodist Minister beard and hair piece to give an
entertaining talk/performance. The dance to illustrate the mood of the summer
of love was outstanding. What a mover! And the impromptu jamming session
when the day was done saw C.P. at his best – improvising in harmony.
It was Chris C that set up what probably will be my lasting moment from
JGDay2. We were still in the residents bar at about 4. am, celebrating the
success of the day with two of my favourite non-Freewheelers Keith Agar and
David Palmer. The early morning house band consisting of Ged Keilty, Steve
Watson and Martin Stein had retired and, seeing some empty chairs in the
haggard gathering, Paul Cobley and some members of his band joined us. Paul is
the lead singer with the young band ‘Cold Overture’ who performed a
fantastically highly charged set on the day including a wild version of ‘Idiot
Wind’. I asked Paul if he had ever seen Dylan’s optimum version of the song
from ‘Hard Rain’ and when he said he hadn’t we decided to reopen the video
room at the hotel for a special showing.
After replenishing our empty glasses we left the bar and wandered through
the hotel corridors at that unearthly hour. Most residents, and Spike, were in
the land of nod but we were on a Bob watch mission so no all night Porters or
other keepers of the peace could stop us.
The video room at the Moat House is a large rectangle conference room and, at
4am, it was dark and bloody cold. We changed all that: we found the light
switch, Chris turned on the video projector, sorted a video cd of ‘Hard Rain’;
found ‘Idiot Wind’ and we all sat back in comfy seats to watch with one last look
– spellbound and swallowed till the song had ended. Things weren’t however quite
right: there was a lip synching problem with the software which caused a
momentary lapse between Dylan singing the words and us hearing them. At first
I put it down to the alcohol but as everyone else noticed it I knew that my
intake of the demon drink had not, so far, obliterated my senses.
And then it happened. He just seemed to appear from nowhere. How he got
there I don’t know but Larry ‘Lambchop’ Eden appeared to be sitting in the
corner of the room watching the screen. He wasn’t there when we went in but
perhaps he has a kind of radar that senses when Dylan is performing and then
gets beamed down to the feet of ‘the Maestro’. Larry lit up an enormous joint
that scented the Moat House air and I had visions that there would be a repeat
of last year when his sweet Mary Jane set off the fire alarm and we all had to
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evacuate the hotel at breakfast time and congregate in the car park. There was
of course no fire, just Larry sitting up in bed with a rizzla and some organic
material that had been carefully rolled by a young Indian boy in a Nepalese
trading house. Perhaps there are no smoke detectors in the conference room or
perhaps Larry was blowing his smoke in a different direction or perhaps we just
couldn’t help it if we were lucky, but no alarms and no security invaded our
soiree.
‘The first stage performance of Jakob Dylan’ Larry pointed out as we looked
at the screen. And of course he was right, although that particular fact had
never occurred to me before. Sensing some authority in our midst, and being
eager to learn all there was to learn, Paul looked towards Larry and then came
the moment. It was a Bobby Dylan/ Woody Guthrie at Greystone Hospital
moment; a Robert Johnson at the crossroads moment. The Chopper and Paul
didn’t just share a conversation or a mind altering inhalant; it was something
more than that: a passing on of the baton of life, of appreciation and
understanding, a devolution of the invisible spirit of art itself. A handing down
from the old to the young , from one who has seen it all to one who has so much
to see. In the very early hours of the morning, in the conference room at The
Moat House, Northampton, through the green smoky haze, I witnessed a
resurrection. It could have been the adrenaline produced by the stresses of the
day, it could have been my weariness of mind at such an hour, it could have been
the heady mixture of hops and weed, it could have been John Green himself
tugging at my coat sleeve, it could have been anything at all that gave rise to
such a magical moment. But it happened.

So, what about the rest of the day? Well, what I am going to do next is to
repeat here the contents of the programme, from the beginning to the end. The
purpose of this is to join this months Freewheellin’ with the event that took
place. After all programmes get mislaid over a period of time and anyone who
comes across this particular Freewheelin’ and who has never seen the
programme will be aware of what went on and why we did it. As we were
celebrating 35 years since the Basement Tapes, the contents of the programme
has a ‘Basements’ theme to it:

Lo and Behold! The Second Annual John Green Day
When the critic Greil Marcus wrote the liner notes to ‘The Basement Tapes’
album, he endeavoured to capture the mood of that house in West Saugerties,
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New York where Bob Dylan and a few of his friends made sweet music together
in the summer of 1967. Marcus wrote ‘ What was taking shape, as Dylan and
The Band fiddled with the tunes, was less a style than a spirit – a spirit that
had to do with a delight in friendship and invention’. Those sentiments
perfectly express, not only the atmosphere prevailing at ‘The Big Pink’ 35 years
ago, but also how we would like the Second Annual John Green Day to be
treated – with a spirit that has to do with a delight in friendship and invention.
In the introduction to the memorial programme for the First John Green Day
held in March 2001, reference was made to how that day came about. We
wrote about the generosity of spirit of our dear friend John Green who
tragically died so young and we said: ‘The impetus that gave rise to this First
Annual John Green Memorial Convention was that we should follow John’s
example of friendship and, at the same time, share in the love that John had
for the work of Bob Dylan. …… We hope that today will not necessarily mark
the end of a life but perhaps see the birth of something new which will provide
an annual meeting place for Dylan friends. Now that really would be a fitting
memorial to the way that John Green lived his life.’
Perhaps unlike the view from Dylan’s set of deep turquoise eyes, for us at
Freewheelin’, things haven’t changed. What we want on this Second Annual John
Green Day is nothing more than again to provide a meeting place for Dylan
friends and in that we will raise a glass to one dear absent friend who showed us
the way.
And so to The Basement Tapes: 35 years ago Dylan and his friends got together
in the basement of that house in West Saugerties, affectionately known as ‘The
Big Pink’. Someone pressed the ‘record’ button on a reel-to-reel machine and
what happened next became a milestone in Dylan’s recording career.
Quoting again from the album’s liner notes written by Greil Marcus: “The
Basement Tapes are a testing of roots and memory; it might be why The
Basement Tapes are, if anything, more compelling today than they were when
they were first made, no more likely to fade than Elvis Presley's 'Mystery
Train' or Robert Johnson’s ‘Love In Vain’ “. We are very happy to celebrate and
assist to sustain the memory of that great music in the company of good
friends. So forget all ideas about having a silent weekend – and let the day
begin!
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Come All Without, Come All Within – what we have planned
The Master of Ceremonies for the day will again be Keith Agar. Those who
attended the event last year will surely remember the way that Keith
masterfully managed the day. Keith will again be bringing his own wonderful
style to introduce the various happenings throughout the day and evening.
We are particularly lucky this year to have Julie Felix performing for us at the
Moat House. Julie was one of the central figures of the 1960s US folk
movement and her work since that time has reflected the experience and
integrity of a lifetime committed to music. Julie has always been an ardent fan
of Dylan’s work and their paths have crossed on many occasions, including at the
Isle of Wight Festival on the 31st August 1969 where both Julie and Dylan
performed. As well as performing two sets at the Moat House, Julie will be
recounting some of her memories of Dylan. In addition, and to coincide with our
event, Julie is releasing ‘Starry Eyed And Laughing’, a double alum of 20 Dylan
covers. Copies of the album will be available from Julie’s staff at the event and
hopefully Julie will be available to sign any copies purchased. The speakers at
the event will also be available to sign copies of their books either purchased on
the day or previously.
There will be a separate video room with a large screen that will have a
continuous showing throughout the day of film about and relating to Bob Dylan.
The film will contain highlights from Dylan’s entire career and will include rare
and previously unseen footage from the UK 2002 shows. A detailed schedule of
the contents of the videos will be displayed. During the day there will be a
raffle, the prize for which will be the master copies of the video tapes that are
being screened in the video room. From 10 pm in the video room the new and
updated version of the Last Waltz will be screened.
There will be merchandising tables from My Back Pages, Badlands,
lazycarrott.com, Sound Advice and John Baldwin of Dignity. These very nice
people will be selling books, Cd’s, magazines, T-shirts and all manner of other
Dylan related material. Browse or buy- they will be pleased to see you.
Food will be available on the day in conjunction with The Moat House Hotel. The
convention bar will be open throughout the day until 2 am on Sunday morning.
The residents bar will be open throughout the night – indeed until the last man
(or woman) is still standing!
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Goin’ to have some fun – the day’s agenda
Below is set out the planned agenda for the day. These events will take place in the main room of the
Buckingham Suite. Although we intend to keep to the times detailed, there may be a slight variation on the
day.

10.00–11.00am
11.00–11.15am
11.15–12.30pm

Registration.
Formal welcome, introduction and opening by your Master of Ceremonies
for the day, Keith Agar
Talk by Andrew Muir, a well known Dylanologist, author of the popular
‘Razors Edge’ Dylan book and editor of Judas!, the new Dylan magazine.

12.30–1.45pm

A performance by the band Society’s Pliers featuring Mervyn Frost and
Martin Stein. This band were very popular at last year’s event and cover
an extensive range of Dylan songs.

1.45–2.30pm

Talk by Jeff Stevens, a contributor to many Dylan magazines. Jeff will
be recounting his trip to ‘The Big Pink’, the home of The Basement
Tapes.
‘If Your Memory Serves You Well’, a quiz organised and presented by
Ged Keilty.
First performance by the legendary folk singer, performer and
entertainer Julie Felix.
Talk by Derek Barker, a well known Dylan expert, a former
Freewheeler and editor of ISIS, the best selling and longest running
Dylan magazine.
A performance by the band Cold Overture. This young and energetic
band will be bringing to the house their own highly charged
interpretations of Dylan’s songs.
Talk by C.P. Lee, a Freewheeler and ardent follower of the mighty Lord
Buckley. C.P. is also a respected Dylanologist and is the author of Dylan
books ‘Like The Night’ and ‘Like A Bullet of Light’.

2.30–4.00pm
4.30-5.30pm
5.45-6.30pm

6.45–7.45pm

8.00–9.00pm

9.00–9.15pm
9.15-10.15pm
10.15– 10.30pm
10.30pm–late

The presentations to the winners of the quiz, the raffle and the 11cd
set, ‘The Complete Basement Tapes’.
The second set from Julie Felix.
Formal closing of the day by Keith Agar.
Free for all folk and jamming session by any one who wants to get
involved. If you’ve got a song to sing, we want to hear it!
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You’ll remember you’re the one – The Basement Faves
We asked the Freewheelers and other kind folk to name their favourite
Basement Tape track. This is how the songs made out
Keith Agar
'Yea! Heavy and a Bottle of Bread' - for two reasons: 1. 'slap that drummer
with a pie that smells' and 2. 'on the very next day with a nose full of pus'
Original, lateral, and humorous. Wonderful!
Derek Barker
'Clothesline Saga,' - because it's a good song to hang out to!
Russell Blatcher
'I am A Teenage Prayer' - because it's so funny.
David Brazier
‘Clothes Line Saga’ - so drop dead, deadpan funny. I am sure all fans of
Coronation Street et al would get off on the importance of the sheer
nothingness.
Mark Carter
‘Banks of The Royal Canal’ - a stunning, spine-tingling, moving and almost
perfect mini masterpiece. Dylan takes on Brendan Beehan and wins.
Chris Cooper
When I am in a frivolous mood it has to be ‘Teenage Prayer’ the wonderful
micky take of the pop world, a joyous happy fun thing. And when I am in a more
reflective mood I would choose ‘Too Much Of Nothing’ as it sums up the
Basements so well.
Robert Forryan
‘This wheel's on fire’ - Possibly the most sinister Dylan lyric ever - a song that
evokes 1968 and all that year meant to me when to be young was very heaven
(and because I fancied Julie Driscoll).
Jim Gillan
‘I’m Not There (1956)’ - Which I didn’t hear until the 5CD set arrived about
half past nineteen ninety thingy. So it’s untainted by dubious connections.
Ged Keilty
‘Apple Suckling Tree’ - Two reasons: first, it's delightful to hear Dylan
singing total nonsense with such obvious enjoyment and panache; second, Garth
Hudson's organ break just before the last chorus is surely the best 30 seconds
of music by anyone in Dylan's band ever.
C.P.Lee
'I'm Not There (1956)' - The best song Dylan never finished is the missing
link between 'Blonde on Blonde' and everything that followed. Like watching an
homunculus grow in an alchemist's laboratory.
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Andrew Muir
‘Clothes Line Saga’ - because it is perfect in every way; an idea flawlessly
executed. It must be perfect to make me not select ‘Tears Of Rage’
Richard Lewis
‘Odds and Ends’ - As a sufferer from Autolycus Syndrome (ie "a snapper up of
unconsidered trifles") I was immediately attracted to the title ‘Odds and Ends’
and as it also carries the all important message "lost time is not found again" I
was hooked. It must be the best song ever that is less than two minutes long!
Tim Price
‘I'm Not There (1956)’ - I'd like to say because of my deep & meaningful
insight into the lyric, but in truth the answer's "just because".
Paula Radice
‘Clothesline Saga’ - because like the very best of every sort of art form, it
conceals its art, only revealing it gradually after repeated exposure. Less is
definitely more: every laid-back laconic line conceals many lifetimes of everyday
experiences.
Jeff Stevens
‘I’m Not There (1956)’ – for the marvellous elusive imagery of lines like ‘ she’s
my Christ-forsaken angel’ and ‘the kingdom weighs so high above her’ and for
the way that the ultimate meaning of the song hovers tantalisingly just out of
reach.
John Stokes
‘Sign On The Cross’ - Is it the key to the Kingdom or are we all really so
misled? It worries me too Bob. Oh Lordy, Lordy, just hear the words of the
mocking bird preacher in that middle section.
Phil Townsend
‘See You Later Allen Ginsberg’ - springs to mind but I cant think of any
suitable reason why!
Two Riders
‘I'm Not There (1956)’ - it gives us an insight into Dylan developing his
thoughts as he sings - the creative process at work.
Neil Watson
‘I Shall be Released’ - For the expression of the need to be FREE in the song,
and for the line ‘Down here next to me in this lonely crowd (There’s a man who
swears he’s not to blame)’
Patrick Webster
‘Tears of Rage’ or ‘Too Much of Nothing’ - Because of their references to
King Lear, and being placed together, verso and recto in ‘Lyrics’ - signifying
nothing and everything.
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And the winner is……….’.I’m Not There (1956)’ which got the most votes with
‘Clothes Line Saga’ coming a close second and ‘Too Much Of Nothing’, ‘Tears
of Rage’ and ‘I’m A Teenage Prayer’ joint third. Now what scientific
conclusions can be drawn from all this? Well, none really apart from the fact
that Dylan is a great song writer which, in any series of dreams, is not very
scientific!

As it turned out, the day was a great success and I would like to conclude my
thoughts on the day with a message that the organisers received from John’s
brother in law, on behalf of John’s family:
It was a great weekend. Thank you for the huge amount of effort that you put
in to making the whole event such a success.
We all knew that last year would be special as it was principally a memorial to
JG but thought any subsequent event, although still remembering John would be
more general in interest. Well I think that there was no less interest and
affection for him this year. There was amazing warmth that pervaded the
gathering.
The Tribute was especially moving for us in John’s immediate family. But it was
noticeable that also in his extended family, all fell silent to remember the great
man and his hero. The compilation was meticulous and very well worked. It was
very much appreciated.
We, ‘The Family’, as Keith puts it (sounds like the Borges), did not want to
intrude but people kept coming up to speak affectionately of John. The rest of
the day was well balanced with some fine music from all the performers. Julie
Felix said ‘… I wish that I had met John’. She could sense that this man was
special.
Edna loved it. We all loved it. What better way to remember a man than by his
friends meeting and celebrating a common love and friendship. Thank you again
and we look forward to the next John Green Day.
Kind regards,
Edna, Alison and Alan
That made it all worthwhile for us and indeed gives us the inspiration to do it all
over again!
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Part 2
A Landing in the Cuckoos Nest
Sometimes I fly with the birdees in cloud cuckoo land and sometimes I touch
the ground. The following are examples of the former:
(a) Bob, Julie and The Mighty Quinn
It has been known for some time that we were planning a Dylan convention to be
held on the 31st August 2002 that would be based around the Basement Tapes
period and that we would have Julie Felix appearing at the event. About a
fortnight before our event, on the 18th August 2002 Dylan played a gig at
Baltimore, Maryland and included in his set one of the most famous Basement
Tapes numbers, i.e. Quinn The Eskimo (The Mighty Quinn). According to the
record books, the last time he played this particular song live was again on the
31st August (1969) and who also performed on that day: Julie Felix. After the
18th August Dylan played The Mighty Quinn just three more times, the last
being on the 1st September. Will he ever play the song live again? Watch this
space!
(b) Saint Joan, Bob and If Dogs Run Free
Unless you’ve had your head down the toilet bowl for the last year or so, you
couldn’t have helped noticing that I have been writing interminably about
‘Visions of Johanna' and of course I have written extensively over the last 17
years about my favourite ever Dylan song ‘If Dogs Run Free’ (Am I boring you?).
In last months Freewheelin’ I came out about linking Saint Joan to ‘Visions’.
After a heavy Friday night I sat bleary eyed in front of my pc on Saturday
morning 10th August and hooked into Expecting Rain. There I saw the words
‘Saint Joan’. The previous night Dylan had performed at a place called Saint
Joan in Canada. I immediately went to the set list and, before my very eyes I
could see that he had performed ‘Visions of Johanna’; and what was the very
next song on the set list: ‘If Dogs Run Free’ which he had not previously
performed on this tour. I switched off the pc and had a cold shower. When I
returned to my Time machine to have a better look later in the day I found that
the venue wasn’t at Saint Joan at all but the name of the place was Saint
JOHN. I went out to a cornfield, put my dad’s twelve bore against my temple,
pulled the trigger………and missed!
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